SMOOTH-Series Aluminum Profiles Give You Less:
Less Slots. Less Grooves.
Less Dirt. Less Germs.
Less Maintenance. And Less Headaches.

For Less Money.
Aluminum extrusions are the ideal choice when building protective machine guards, machine
frames or enclosures for any industrial environment. Unfortunately, traditional aluminum
profiles are also a breeding ground for dirt, oil, grease, mold, mildew, germs and bacteria to
accumulate and grow. They have up to 22 places to hide (3 exposed T-slots and 19 grooves,
per length of extrusion). This makes maintenance and cleaning difficult, ongoing and very
expensive. Health and safety issues are a huge concern.

How do you stop the maintenance nightmare?
Our new SMOOTH-Series profiles eliminate all the dirt catching grooves, and provide you
only the number of T-slots required for your assembly. The SMOOTH surfaces wipe clean
easily, without the toothbrush-scrubbing, knuckle-breaking cleaning required for exposed
slots and grooves. Dirt, germs and other contaminants don’t have a place to hide.

Traditional Aluminum Extrusion
4 Slots & 16 Grooves

FRAME-WORLD’s SMOOTH-Series
1 Slot, NO Grooves

In stock and available for immediate delivery.
This is the only full range of truly smooth profiles in U.S. fractional sizes on the market. All
models and versions are available for same-day shipment. For your convenience, SMOOTHSeries profiles are also available as kits, engineered sub-assemblies, or as complete turnkey
solutions (machine guards, frames, enclosures, etc.).

FREE SAMPLE
See for yourself! Just hit Reply to this email, and then complete the information below for a
FREE sample of a SMOOTH profile. You can also get information on how you can build a
cleaner, safer, low-maintenance machine guard or frame in the future.

____ Send me a FREE sample of the SMOOTH-Series profile.

____ Tell me how to build a safer, cleaner, and sleeker-looking machine guard or frame.
Name:
Company:
Address:
Tel:
Fax:
Made in the USA

FRAME-WORLD
Tel: 815-477-2599
Fax: 815-477-9818

